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Falling for Fortune Six wonderful romances featuring the Fortune family A ROYAL FORTUNE by Judy
Duarte When Fortune heir Jensen is caught kissing free-spirited Amber Rogers, no one can understand what
they have in common. But Amber is sure she can see the fun-loving man behind the suit.
She just has to convince the buttoned-up Brit to loosen up… FORTUNE’S LITTLE HEARTBREAKER by
Cindy Kirk Sir Oliver Fortune Hayes is in need of a nanny! And when bubbly Shannon Singleton steps in,
Ollie feels himself relax for the first time in years. Shannon’s his polar opposite... so why does he want her to
stay – forever? MENDOZA’S SECRET FORTUNE by Marie Ferrarella After several years on a self-imposed
‘romance diet’, hostess Rachel Robinson finds pilot Matteo Mendoza to be a treat she just can’t resist. She’s
been through so much heartbreak... but could following her heart lead to the best fortune of all? THE
TAMING OF DELANEY FORTUNE by Michelle Major Tycoon Cisco Mendoza is new in town and needs to
win the locals round. Delaney Fortune Jones agrees to help... and, while love has never been on the cards for
the bachelor, something about Delaney makes him want to tame this wild beauty... MY FAIR FORTUNE by
Nancy Robards Thompson Tycoon PR consultant Brodie Fortune Hayes is known as a man of no mercy.
Turning his focus to rejuvenating a theme park should be no problem... There’s just one complication: his
irresistible new boss, Caitlyn Moore! FORTUNE’S JUNE BRIDE by Allison Leigh For weeks, Galen Fortune
Jones and his neighbour, Aurora McElroy, have been playing bride and groom for a wedding show.

But, when they agree, for a good cause, to pretend they are married in real life, the attraction begins to feel far
too real...

